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• Liquid crystal counter display
The eight-digit counter is entirely solid-state. There are no mechan-
ical parts to wear out or jam. Counter is resettable to zero eliminating
the need to subtract the previous reading to determine count.

• Axle or vehicle count
Counter has a toggle switch giving the operator the choice of
counting every axle or registering one count for every two axles.

• Battery life
The TT-77 can operate on a variety of battery types. Standard battery
configuration is for one or two 6-volt lantern batteries, which is our
model #TT-77L. Unit can also be configured for 8 “D” cells, which is
our model #TT-77D.

• 110-120v AC power version is available upon request.

• Low and high speed traffic switch
The low speed setting is used at intersections to prevent multiple
counts caused by vehicles turning across tube. This setting is also
useful in parking lot applications and in recreational park applications
where traffic is moving slowly. The high speed setting is for traffic
traveling between 7 mph and 100 mph and will detect close spaced
tandem truck wheels.

• Case
The TT-77 is housed in a weather-tight, all-aluminum case with
lockable latch.

• Optional window
A viewing port can be added to the lid so that the count can be read
without opening the case. Please specify when ordering.

VOLUME COUNTERS

Specifications
SIZE: 8 1/4" x 8" x 5"

(21cm x 20cm x 12.5cm)

CASE: Weather-tight, all cast aluminum case
with lockable latch.

WEIGHT: 8 lbs. 8 oz. ( 3.8 kg)

POWER: Two options:
One or two 6-volt lantern batteries,
or 8 “D”cells
Battery life: over 2 years
110-120v AC version is available.

DISPLAY: 8-digit solid-state L.C.D.

COUNT: 32 counts per second.

TEMP. RANGE: -40° F to 160° F,  (-40° C to 72° C)
0-90% relative humidity

SPEED RANGE: Toggle switch to select low speed (3-
30 mph) or high speed (7-90 mph).

ROAD TUBE

The Traffic Tally-77 is a solid-state
electronic road tube counter. It is a
volume counter with direct axle count
or vehicle count. The counter is
designed to operate under all field
conditions for two years on a set of
batteries.

ROAD TUBE,  # TT-77
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